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INTROIPUCTION

One of the many problems connected with space flight is the intense

heating experienced by the vehicle during its entry into the planetary atmo-

sphere. During the flight at relatively low altitudes a shock wave forms

ahead of the body. The free stream gas passes through this shock wave

and undergoes a large increase in internal energy which is sufficient to

cause dissociation of molecules and even partial ionization of the gas. This

hot, chemically reacting gas flows around the vehicle and heat is transferred

to its surface. Two modes of heat transfer can be distinguished. One is

the aerodynamic heat transfer process which includes conduction, convec-

tion and diffusion of molecules, atoms, ions and electrons across the bound-

ary layer; the other is the radiation from the hot gas cap (shock layer)

surrounding the forward section of the vehicle.

The purpose of this experimental study was to investigate the aero-

dynamic heat transfer to the stagnation point of a blunt body in a hypersonic

flow of simulated atmospheres of Venus. Besides supporting the available

analytical studies, the results of this work provide heat transfer data for

a range of flight conditions beyond the scope of the present analyses.

It can be shown that at the stagnation point of a blunt body in hyper-

sonic flight the aerodynamic heating is accurately simulated if the condi-

tions at the edge of the boundary layer including the pressure distribution

and wall conditions are correctly reproduced.
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The experiments were carried out in the newly developed arc-heated

2" shock tube which is capable of producing in the laboratory the environ-

mental conditions encountered by the entry vehicle. The correct conditions

of enthalpy and stagnation pressure were simulated in two assumed compo-

sition models of Venusian atmosphere for flight velocities up to about 40, 000

ft/sec.

Preliminary analytical work involved the calculations of shock tube

performance for both test gas mixtures corresponding to the specified at-

mosphere of Venus. Thermodynamic properties behind incident and normal

shocks, and at the stagnation point of the hemispherical body were computed.

An estimation of the radiation heat flux was also made to assess the magni-

tude of radiant heating sensed by the stagnation point heat gage. To con-

firm theoretical calculations an attempt has been made to measure the

radiant heating using a new type of a total radiation gage. The primary

objective of these radiation measurements was to demonstrate that the radi-

ative contribution to the measured heating results was small, that is, they

are used to verify that the measured heat transfer rates are essentially

caused by the convective or boundary layer heat transfer mechanism.

TEST FACILITY

The shock tube has been used for many years in experiments for the

generation of aerodynamic data in flows of high energy and high stagnation

pressure (Refs. 1, 2, and 3). The demand for an experimental facility

in the area of simulation of orbital or even super-orbital enthalpies and

pressures forced further development of its performance. It was obvious

that this was beyond the capability of a conventional combustion driven shock
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tube. The arc-heated shock tube used for the present experiments was de-

veloped specifically for that purpose (Ref. 4). It was originally designed

as a prototype of a large facility but has been used successfully in experi-

mental investigations. Numerous heat transfer tests were run with air,

* CO 2 and N2 as the test gas and some of the data were reported in Referencei2
4.

Figure I shows schematically the design details of the whole shock

tube assembly. The driven section is 2 in. in diameter and it is 135. 5 in.

long. The driver is 17 in. inside length with 2 1/4 in. internal diameter.

A Lexan cylindrical sleeve with 1/4 in. wall thickness fits inside the driver

tube. It is used to provide electrical insulation along the arc path; that is,

it insures that the arc discharge is contained within the driver gas and that

the energy is uniformly distributed axially along the driver. A thin wire is

used to initiate the arc discharge. This is located on axis so that the wall

losses will be uniform in the axial direction.

The high voltage electrode which is insulated from the driver end

flange by a Lexan bushing is in the form of a hollow copper cylinder with a

3/8 in. diameter. A 1/8 in. diameter brass rod insulated by teflon tubing

and held in position by a tapered steel washer and a nut is inserted through

the center of the main electrode. A 5 mil tungsten wire is attached to the

spider electrode at the diaphragm end of the driver and by about 1 in. long cotton

thread to the copper main electrode. The position of the brass rod relative

to the main electrode determines the breakdown voltage. This adjustment

is made with the main capacitors bank disconnected, using a small capaci-

tor to prevent breaking of the wire.
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The electrical circuit for the driver heating system is shown in Figure

2. a. The energy fur the arc discharge is stored in forty-seven capacitors,

each rated at 5 microfarads and 20, 000 volts.

Figure 2. b. shows a typical current wave form. It iALdicates that the

circuit is critically damped and that the energy is completely dissipated

in about 50 microseconds, and before the diaphragm opens which occurs

about 150 microseconds later. Full description of the considerations enter-

ing into the design of this test facility is presented by Warren, et al (Ref. 4).

Helium is used as the gas heated in the driver. The diaphragm sep-

arating the driver and the driven section of the shock tube is made of stain-

less steel. It is scribed to a controlled depth (generally 20% - 40%6 of the

thickness) along two diametrical cross lines. The required conditions of a

given test run dictate the proper selection of the diaphragm. The diaphragm

is found to open cleanly with a negligible loss of material.

As indicated in Ref. 4 , an extensive research program was neces-

sary before a satisfactory operation of this facility was achieved. A photo-

graph of the complete test facility including the power supply, vacuum pumps,

etc., is shown in Figure 3. The performance of the tube in air is shown

in Figure 4 where the attainable shock velocity is plotted as a function of

initial pressure and energy input. The experimental data indicate that shock

velocity up to 30, 000 ft/ sec can be obtained with I mm Hg driven tube initial

pressure and full energy in the capacitors. With a lower initial pressure,

shock velocity up to 36, 000 ft/sec can be reached. Superimposed is a curve

depicting the performance of a combustion driver facility. The limitation

of the latter is self-evident.
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Large amounts of carbon4ike residue are normally found to cover

the driver tube walls and models after each test. The origin of this is the

Lexan sleeve used to insulate the driver. It appears that during the electri-

cal discharge the inner wall surface. of the sleeve decomposes slightly and

particles of carbon so formed are carried along the driven tube by the ex-

panding driver gas.

To insure a low degree of contamination of the test gas several steps

were taken after each test run and before a new run was made. The driven

tube was thoroughly wiped with alcohol until no trace of carbon could be no-

ticed on the inner walls. The same applies to the test model, which was

also carefully cleaned, and the gage surface brought to approximately the

same degree of reflectivity as in the previous run. The tube was then evac-

uated down to about 10 - 20 microns pressure. The leak rate was then

measured. If the rate did not exceed 10 microns per minute, the tube was

considered to be in satisfactory condition.

Next the tube was filled with the test gas to the required test pressure

P 1 (normally either 1 mm or 5 mm Hg). To further minimize the contami-

nation of the test gas by impurities due to outgassing of the walls, the test

gas mixture was allowed to flow through the tube at a rate of approximately

20 tube volumes per minute for about 20 - 30 minutes. The initial pressure

in the driven tube was measured with a McLeod gage.

The driven section of the 2" shock tube is equipped with six port
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holes equally spaced at I I" apart as shown in Figure 5. The model nor-

mally is located about 1/8 in. behind position 6. The signal from the piezo-

electric pressure gage located at position I was used to trigger the scopes

displaying heat transfer gage output.

Shock velocity was monitored by measuring the elapsed time for the

incident shock wave to travel between positions 3-5, 4-5 and 5-6. Pressure

gages were used as time of arrival sensors. The last two intervals were

used to determine the shock velocity for the particular test run. The scatter

between data foT these two intervals is invariably within the reading accur-

acy of the wave transit time for one interval (t 1-1/2%). This indicates the

existence of only small incident shock wave attenuation effects (if any). A

two color pyrometer was used to monitor the luminosity behind the incident

0
shock wave. The violet range extended between 3500 - 4500 A, while the

0
red region response was between 6000 - 8000 A. The history of the pressure

behind the incident shock wave was also observed by displaying the output

of a pressure gage from position 5. The output was filtered to eliminate the

ringing of the gage whose natural frequency lies around 40 kc.

The heat transfer rate was determined with a calorimeter gage

mounted at the stagnation point of the hemispherical model 1/2 in. in diam-

eter (Figure 6). The design dimensions of the gage were 1/16 in. wide by

3/16 in. long. The gage element itself was made of 0. 004 in. thick Hytemco

(iron-nickel) alloy. The leads were brought out from the gage through the

internal cavity of the model and its supporting sting and were connected in
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a circuit shown schematically in Figure 7. One of the features (Ref. 4)

of the circuit is the grounding of the instrument circuit in common with the

driver circuit and the connection of the gage leads across a balanced differ-

ential amplifier. These steps allow extraneous electrical effects observed

earlier in the experiments to be reduced to a level such that they do not

preclude the observation of the heat transfer signal.

The output of the heat transfer gage was displayed and photographed

on four oscilloscopes in parallel, each with a different sweep rate. The

rates were 20, 10, 5 and 2jasec/cm. Since the region of interest (corre-

sponding to the steady flow conditions) lies approximately within the first

20 JA sec from the moment of the bow shock formation, either the five or

two jssec/cm records were used to read off the heat transfer rate.

The relation between the heat rate and the change of the voltage with

time across the gage is expressed by the simple expression

I dE• ~q = K -I d
KEo dt

and

K PCL

where
t ' p = density of gage material

C = specific heat of gage material

L = gage thickness

a = temperature coefficient of resistivity

Eo = initial voltage across gage
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Since the bulk properties of the gage material are well known, the

coefficient K can be easily calculated and the gage response established

without an extensive calibration procedure. The temperature coefficient of

resistivity, a, has been checked experimentally, however, in previous

studies.

Stagnation point radiant heat energy flux has been measured by means

of a newly devised technique which involves the use of a cavity gage as shown

in Figure 8. Depending on the proper design of the entrance and the loca-

tion of the cavity gage within the hemispherical model, almost all of the

radiant energy originating from a known volume of the highly heated gas cap

and incident upon the cavity entrance slit is absorbed within the internal

walls of the gage. In addition, the electrons generated by high energy pho-

tons will be prevented from escaping. The energy entering the cavity gage

will be absorbed by the thin (about 0. 2 A) platinum film deposited on its

internal surfaces. By segmenting the gage as shown in Figure 8 the one-

dimensionality of its operation is preserved and its sensitivity thereby in-

creased considerably. Due to limited size of the model for this study (as

dictated by the blockage effect in the 2" internal diameter shock tube) the

test configuration allowed only the measurement of radiation along the stag-

nation streamline with a gage arrangement shown in Figure 9.

SHOCK TUBE PARAMETERS

Using the equilibrium thermodynamic properties computed by

Browne (Ref. 5) for the established two gas mixtures, one with the nominal
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content of 9% COZ, 90% NZ and 1% A and the other with 25% C02, 74% N2

and 1% A, various gas dynamic properties associated with traveling and

stationary shock fronts were calculated and charted as functions of shock

velocity and the driven tube initial pressures.

The tabulated values of the equilibrium thermodynamic properties

were plotted and the solution of the Rankine-Hugoniot shock relations ob-

tained. All calculations were made for three initial driven tube pressures

of P=I 1 mm, 5 mm and 25 mm of Hg. The initial driven tube temperature,

TI, was taken to be 294 0 K. The range of shock velocities, Us, between

"10, 000 ft/sec and 30, 000 ft/Pec was covered. However, due to the limited

range of the available thermodynamic properties which extended only up

to 15, 000K some of the shock tube parameters could not be calculated for

all velocities.

a. Incident Shock

The state of the gas on both sides of a normal shock is related by

three basic equations corresponding to the physical principles of the con-

servation of mass. momentum and energy. These are:

uz us (l - --P12

u ( u l

h 2  h i = " U- I
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where h = enthalpy

p = pressure

u = velocity

p = density

and subscripts I and 2 refer to regions ahead and behind the incident shock.

The simultaneous solution of these equations together with the available

tabulation of the equilibrium state produces results which are plotted in

Figures 10, 13, 16, 19, and 21 for the 9% CO2 mixture and in

Figures 22, 25, 28, 31, and 33 for the 25%0 CO2 mixture.

b. Stationary Normal Shock (Laboratory Coordinates)

After the passing of the incident shock the model finds itself in a

supersonic quasi-steady flow with the properties of region 2 ahead of the

model bow shock wave. The flow close to the axis of symmetry is decelerated

to subsonic velocity. The state of the gas along the stagnation streamline on

both sides of the bow shock is governed by the same three conservation laws.

P 2 u2 = P3 u 3

22 P 2
P3 = P2 u22  ( -- 73-)

h3- h2 = 1 u 1 - 2]

where subscript 3 refers to the region behind the bow shock. The calcula-

tion produced the results which are presented in Figures 11, 14, 17,

20 for the 9% CO 2 mixture and in Figures 23, 26, 29. and 32 for

the 25% CO 2 mixture.
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c. Stagnation Region

The flow along the stagnation streamline in region 3 is decelerated

to a stop at the body. The stagnation conditions are found as follows: The
' U32.
enthalpy is given directly by h -= h3 + 1/2 U 3 The stagnation pressure

is computed approximately by assuming incompressible flow P. = P 3 +

2
1/2 P3 U3  Both the stagnation temperature and the corresponding density

are read off directly from the thermodynamic state charts and plotted in

Figures 12, 15, and 18 for 9% CO 2 mixture and in Figures 24, 27

and 30 for the 25% CO 2 gas.

d. Composition of Stagnation Region Gas

The equilibrium concentration of the various species appearing in

the dissociated and ionized gas when heated to the enthalpy level correspond-

ing to the stagnation point had also been obtained and plotted as a function

of shock velocity. These are shown in Figures 34 through 37 for both

the 9% and 25% CO2 mixtures and for the two test cases of P = 1 and 5 mm

Hg. Electron concentration for pure CO 2 and pure N2 are also included in

Figures 38 and 39 respectively.

e. Radiant Heat Flux to the Stagnation Point

The radiation heat flux to the stagnation point of the 1/ 2 in. diameter

model was calculated using appropriate emissivities obtained for the heated

atmospheres of Venus (Ref. 6 ). The stagnation point region was replaced

by an infinite slab at a uniform temperature, T., and density, P whose

thickness, 8 is the shock stand off distance given by

S- 11 -



6 = 2/3
'rN P3

where RN = radius of the hemispherical model.

The calculations were done for both atmospheric models and for

three driven tube initial pressures. The results are presented in Figures

40 and 41.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the simulation of hypersonic flight situations at the stagnation

point of a model in the shock tube the corresponding stagnation enthalpy and

pressure are produced in a different manner than in the flight case. The test

gas is first compressed and accelerated by the incident shock wave generated

when the diaphragm dividing the driver and the driven tube is ruptured. The

flow behind the shock front, although moving with high velocity, is only

slightly supersonic due to the high temperature or high sonic velocity in the

gas processed by the advancing incident shock wave. This gas will now flow

around our model. Since a blunt body is being investigated, a detached bow

wave will be established. The gas along the stagnation streamline will under-

go compression essentially across a normal shock and finally will be stag-

nated at the surface of the body.

As long as the boundary layer thickness is small in comparison with

the shock layer whose measure at the stagnation point is the detachment dis-

tance, the boundary layer problem can be considered separately from the

inviscid flow field and hence independently of the Reynolds number. The
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only requirements for accurate simulation are the stagnation enthalpy, the

velocity gradient at the stagnation point, and gas equilibrium in the various

flow processes. For the hemispherical body the Newtonian approximation

predicts that the velocity gradient is independent of Mach number. This has

been confirmed experimentally. The correlation for the heat transfer rate

through the laminar boundary layer at the stagnation point can be written

q - = f (hs - hw)
Ps

where R N is body nose radius

hw is wall enthalpy

Thus, the environment created in a shock tube can be directly applied to the

solution of the stagnation point heating problem.

The performance of the shock tube in the mixtures of CO2 , N2 and

A does not differ appreciably from its performance in air. Maximum shock

velocities obtained during this experimental program for P1 values of Smm

and I mm Hg were approximately 24, 500 ft/sec and 30, 200 ft/sec. In both

cases maximum capacitor energy (about 50, 000 joules) was discharged in

the driver for heating the helium.

The constituent concentrations of the mixtures tested differed slightly

from the nominal values listed earlier.

Comp. Model Nominal Actual

I 9% COZ, 90% N2 , 1% A 8.80% CO 2 , 89. 98% N2 , 1. 22% A

III 25% CO2 , 74% N2 , 1% A 25. 10% C0 2 , 73. 78% N2 , 1. 12% A
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The test gas mixtures were considered to be sufficiently close to the specified

values to satisfy the objectives of the study.

During each run, wall pressure histories behind the incident shock

wave were recorded. A typical oscillogram of signal from a pressure gage

located at position five is shown in Figure 42, corresponding to a shock

velocity Us = 20, 300 ft/sec and initial tube pressure of 5 mm Hg. The effect

of boundary layer growth behind the incident wave is indicated by the side

wall pressure rise with time. Note that this rise is small during the passage

of the test gas, however. Pressure traces of the type shown in Figure 42

are complicated by large oscillations caused by the response of the gage and

associated electronic circuits. They are used primarily to verify the test

pressure level and to qualitatively interpret the phenomena occurring in the

tube process (arrival of expansion wave - not seen in Figure 42 - and boundary

layer effect on pressure level, for example).

The heat transfer measurements were made at the stagnation point

of a 0. 5 in. diameter hemisphere-cylinder model using a calorimeter heat

transfer gage (Ref. 7). The gage material used for the 0. 5 in. diameter

model was . 004 in. thick Hytemco. A few experiments were performed with

a 0. 75 in. diameter model and the gage used 0. 003 in. thick platinum. Accor-

ding to the analytical results of Ref. 7, these thicknesses can only introduce

a small error in the measured heating results. Their use is, therefore,

justified by practical considerations. The oscillogram of the signals from

both type gages are shown in Figures 44. a. and 44. b. respectively. The
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The conditions of both tests were very similar. The shock velocities were

29, 200 and 29, 600 ft/sec, and the initial pressures 1 mm Hg in both cases.

The first test was in 2516 CO2 mixture; the second, in air. Although in this

particular case the noise level of the response of either gages seems to be

of the same magnitude, closer examination of the traces will prove that the

platinum gage response is cleaner. This was also observed in other runs.

The initial jump of the DC level with the Hytemco gage was also observed to

occur with the platinum gage. Lack of similarity of the precursor response

during the two or three microseconds before shock arrival cannot be explained

at present.

The oscillogram from a calorimeter heat gage at the stagnation

point of the 0. 5 in. model is shown in Figure 43. The instantaneous rate

of change of the output together with the known properties of the Hytemco

alloy gives the unknown heat rate for a given time interval. A corresponding

trace of the optical pyrometer sensing the radiation across the incident

shock of station five is also shown. Taking the time interval during which

the intensity of radiation is level and allowing for the formation of the bow

shock (2 to 3 ps), the useful test time was arrived at and the slope of the

gage signal during that period was measured, giving the unknown heat

transfer rate.

The experimental study involved a series of runs in the 9% and 25%

CO mixtures over a wide shock velocity range (note that Us does not equal
2

lI Uf), simulating hypersonic entry at altitudes between 240, 000 and 260, 000

-15-
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ft. of the atmospheric model I. The results are shown in Figure 45.

Points marked by circles and triangles are from tests in 9% and 25% CO 2

mixtures, respectively. In addition, some data obtained in pure CO 2 and

N2 are included. The limited results in CO2 heat transfer measurements

of Rutowski and Chan (Ref. 8 ) at low enthalpies are also entered.

The theoretical curves representing Scala' s calculation of equilibrium

boundary layer for dissociated and ionized nitrogen are drawn together with

his ea-'ly estimated region of uncertainty for partially ionized carbon dioxide.

At (hs - hw) values below 24, 000 BTU/lb the experimental data follow the

theoretical curve. At higher enthalpies the present data give heat transfer

rates somewhat lower than the ionized theory for N 2 . The pyrometer records

indicate that the simulation of flight velocities below 35, 000 ft/sec gives

valid data with sufficient test time. The results corresponding to higher

flight velocities may have insufficient test time for accurate readings. This

limitation is more likely to exist for the CO 2 mixtures than for air and nitro-

gen because of the apparent long relaxation times for the non-equilibrium

process behind the incident shock wave (see Figure 43 ). Such an effect

could cause the observation of values lower than actually exist and is, there-

fore, quite important. This possible restriction on the results is imposed

by the present 2" test facility and will be remedied by the installation of the

6" shock tube scheduled for operation shortly.

It is interesting here to note that the electron densities of the stagna-

tion point as calculated for 9% and 25% CO 2 mixtures, pure N 2 and pure CO 2
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differ little from each other; this can be seen in Figures 34 through 37.

The contribution of radiation to the measured heat transfer rate was

calculated and, in the case of both gas mixtures, its magnitude is less than

8% assuming complete absorption by the gage surface. This is the theoreti-

cal upper limit of possible radiative error in the measured boundary layer

heating. Figure 46 shows the response of the cavity radiation gage during

a test run in the 25% CO 2 mixture. It is pointed out that the sensing ele-

ment in the cavity gage is a thin film surface temperature resistance ther-

mometer so that its responseis different from that of a calorimeter gage.

For example, for a constant heating pulse applied in a step function at t = 0,

the thin film response will be proportional to tt while the calorimeter

response will be proportional to t. The signal shown exhibits some elec-

tronic noise just prior to shock arrival over a time period similar to that

observed with the calorimeter gage traces. Again, this is undoubtedly due

to rapid charge equilibration about the model in the ionized flow. The physi-

cal mechanisms causing these early signals are not clear; however, it again

appears that they become unimportant soon after the shock wave reaches

the model. The relatively clean respo'nse of the gage during approximately

the 10At sec following the shock wave arrival indicates that this is the time

for passage of the shocked test gas. The subsequent fall and rise are re-

sponses to the irregular driver gas flow that then impinges on the model.

Note that a drop in response is an indication of suddenly reduced heating

rate. The radiative heating rate at the stagnation point corresponding to
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the gage signal shown in Figure 46 has not yet been reduced accurately.

However, an approximate reduction shows it to be within 30%. of the calcu-

lated value. Therefore, the conclusion is drawn that the radiation contribu-

tior, to measured heating rate values is small (10% or less). This conclusion

is now based upon both experimental and theoretical grounds.

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental program of stagnation point heat transfer rate

measurement on a blunt body in two simulated atmospheres of Venus supplied

data which indicate that within the experimental accuracy no discernible

difference between the heat transfer rate in 9% CO 2 mixture and in the 25%

CO 2 mixture can be observed. For conditions corresponding to flight velo-

cities below 35, 000 ft/sec the experimental data agree well with theory.

For higher values of (h. - hw) or corresponding flight velocities the test

results may suffer due to short test time caused by slow approach to equili-

brium of reaction processes behind the normal shock. The new 6" shock

tube now in process of installation will increase considerably the available

test time. Calculation of the upper limit of equilibrium radiation from the

shock layer to the stagnation point indicates that its contribution to the mea-

sured rates is small. Measurement of the radiation by the newly developed

total radiation gage gives values close to the theoretical prediction.

Further studies of equilibrium and non-equilibrium radiation and the

influence of non-equilibrium flows on the convective heat transfer rate are

recommended. The behavior of the laminar and turbulent boundary layers

and the transition phenomena should also be studied in the hypervelocity shock

tube facility.
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